WUDTONE VINTAGE RELOAD PROGRAM £290
ACCESSORIES

Wudtone Vintage
Reload Program

AWA R D

Wudtone now offers a fitting, fretting and setup service
on top of its excellent retrofit Stratocaster vibrato systems.
HUW PRICE gets with the program…

EXCELLENCE
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KEY FEATURES

Wudtone Vintage
Reload Program
• PRICE £290 (Vintage 50s hardware)
• DESCRIPTION Bespoke Stratocaster
upgrade package and retrofit vibrato
bridge. Made in the UK
• OPTIONS Holy Grail hardware (£315)
• CONTACT Wudtone
07733 264984
www.wudtone.com

D

rawing on his professional
background, Andy Preston’s
approach to Strat mods is
practically a reimagining from an
engineering perspective. We reviewed
Wudtone’s aftermarket vibrato bridges
last year, but now both models are
included in an upgrade package called
the Vintage Reload Program.
The Program comprises 11 stages
of tweaking and includes setup and
maintenance procedures combined
with hardware upgrades, and
promises a transformative effect on
playability and acoustic tone.
Firstly, the frets are levelled and
polished, but unusually the levelling
is done with the neck under tension
– so the strings remain on the guitar.
Rosewood fingerboards are then
oiled and attention turns to the trem.
Rather than sandwiching the
Wudtone ‘whacker plate’ between
the bridge and the body, the finish
underneath is precision-routed to
expose bare wood and allow the
plate’s top surface to be level with
the paintwork. The wood is then
sealed and the Wudtone bridge of
your choice is fitted.
The neck pocket screw holes are
widened to accommodate Wudtone’s
longer and thicker screws, and
pilot holes are drilled into the neck.
Before the neck is re-fitted, the
finish is removed from the heel and
Wudtone’s cutlery-grade stainless

steel Power Plate replaces the
original neck plate.
With new strings fitted, a bone
nut is installed and the neck relief,
intonation and action are set. For this
review, we’re comparing two Wudtonemodded Mexican Strats (one with
Andy’s Vintage 50s trem, the other
with a Holy Grail) with a stock Fender.

Wudtone bridges themselves, with the
Vintage 50s unit having a more open,
springy quality and a scooped midrange.
In contrast the Holy Grail has extra
brightness, clearer string-separation
and a midrange that bolsters the
unwound strings, but it’s less warm.
Both feel ultra smooth and precise,
while tuning is remarkably stable.

The modded guitars feel like
they’re in a different league –
they’re extremely easy to play
In Use
Our stock model is a Mexican-made
Standard Strat with 0.009s fitted,
while the others are Classic Series
60s Strats with 0.010s. It’s not quite
a level playing field but the contrast
is remarkable. Both modded guitars
feel like they’re in a different league.
The ’boards are super smooth and
the frets offer no resistance to string
bends. They’re extremely easy to play
and are free of fretbuzz and choke
out. The neck joints are so solid they
almost feel glued in.
The tonal improvement is equally
marked. Both Wudtone vibratos
provide improvements in clarity, note
separation and harmonic complexity,
along with a massive increase
in sustain. However, there are
differences between the individual

In effect, you’re paying £150 on
top of the cost of the trem for it to be
fitted, have your frets expertly
levelled and polished, get a bone nut
fitted, have the neck joint improved
and have a pro setup with strings
thrown in. We’d call that a bargain.

VERDICT
+ Probably the finest aftermarket
Strat trems available

+ Rock-solid tuning
+ Vastly improved playability and tone
+ Great value for money
+ Fits every type of Stratocaster
– Absolutely nothing
This package greatly improves tone,
stabilises tuning and makes a
mid-priced Strat play and sound like
a professional-grade instrument
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